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KOPr Agonists Exert ‘Cocaine-Antagonist’ Like Effects in Animal Models of Drug-Seeking

- Attenuates i.v. cocaine self-administration
- Attenuation of cocaine—prime induced cocaine-seeking in animal models of relapse
- Attenuation of cocaine induced hyperactivity
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Sedation: Locomotor activity

*Figure showing bar graphs for Vehicle and Novel analogue with different C16 and C2 Analogue groups.*
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Depression: Forced swim test (FST)
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Anxiety: Light/Dark test
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Conclusions

Analogues of Salvinorin A hold promise for the development of anti-addiction pharmacotherapies

- All Longer acting
- Fewer side effects

- All have anti-cocaine effects (decrease drug-seeking)
- No sedative effects observed
- #1 C16 analogue has no pro-depressive effects or anxiety effects
  - But shows aversion
- C2 analogue has no anxiety effects or aversion but has pro-depressive effects
- #2 C16 analogue has highest efficacy in drug-seeking tests but side effects need to be fully evaluated
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